Forest of Galtres Camera Club
Monday 15th October
Adrian White
Making an Audio-Visual Show
Adrian White, President of Leeds AV Group, is a retired headteacher with a
background in physics. Through a series of shows, he helped members understand
just what should be considered when producing a good AV presentation. He uses
Lightroom and Photoshop and produces his shows in WnSoft Pictures to Exe. He also
has a licence to cover the music he uses to support his shows.

He began with a show that placed his life and influences in perspective that centred
around the area of Pendle Hill, in the east of Lancashire. Next, Reflets dans L’Eau.
was a beautiful collection of stunning reflections in areas such as the Lakes,
Newcastle and Leeds as well as abroad, all set to Debussy’s music of the same
name.
Gardens was the next theme, designed to demonstrate the use of voice overs and
sound effects. The setting was Lake Madura in Italy. This sequence also
demonstrated the use of close ups to show detail. A series of different dahlia heads
were shown individually, using a feathered mask that enabled them to stand out
against the background. Also, each was placed approximately in the same position
within their individual frames.
Does the Choice of Music Matter? It Does. If there is a link between a composer and
a theme, a location or region or period, Adrian’s advice is to use it. This show
demonstrated the importance of avoiding voice overs with piano music or song as
well as showing that a point of change in the story works well if it coincides with the
first beat of a bar.

Just Who was Blind Jack? This was AV story telling at its best. Blind Jack was John
Metcalf, born in Knaresborough in 1717, blinded by a smallpox infection at the age of
6 years. He was an enterprising individual. Between 1765 and 1792, he built 180
miles of turnpike road, mostly in the north of England. He died at the age of 92.
There is a pub named after him in Knaresborough and a statue of him in the town
square.
To Windmills of Your Mind, Adrian showed what can be achieved through animation.
The imagery within this song is varied and complex so a real challenge to animate
but successfully done by Adrian. ‘A carousel turning rings around the moon’, for
example, required the use of opaque and transparent layers above and behind the
image of the moon.

Other shows followed all enabling some point about technique to be shared. Adrian
concluded the evening with a show called Breaking Up by an Australian AV
enthusiast, Dave Robson. The Leeds club have an annual competition with Dave
Robson’s Australian club each year. This AV lead the viewer to think it was the story
of human relationship when in fact it was all centred around the relationship
between a photographer and his camera he now needed to replace.
A summary of some points to remember:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shows should be approximately four minutes in length;
Do not fade out music, use sound editor to remove a section if necessary;
Advised number of pixels - 1920 x 1080;
Sit down and do, the only way to learn;
Tell a story;
Put music chosen into chapters
Importance of choice of music; helps if there is a link between a composer and
theme or location
8. Avoid piano and/or song with a voice over;
9. Changes to story come best with first beat in a bar;
10. Using images in jpeg format when masking to allow one image to appear through
parts of another; e.g. Keyboard over landscape;
11. Avoid panning or moving in and out.

During the evening, Adrian talked about the skills of Alan Green, a founder member of the
club, who is so well known amongst AV photographers as a master of the art. Many thanks
to Adrian for such a well-structured combination of advice and AVs. Please enjoy, just a very
small number of stills from some of the shows.
Next week, will be a Members Night. Everyone is invited to bring their own five-minute
sequence to be reviewed.

